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Nangia & Co. LLP becomes rst ever Indian Member rm of 
‘Praxity’ – world’s largest alliance of independent accounting and 
consulting rms.

Nangia and Co. LLP consistently rated as leading tax rm in 
International Tax Review, World Tax Guide to World’s Leading 
Tax Firms

Nangia and Co. LLP is a member rm of IR Global

Nangia & Co. LLP is registered with the PCAOB, USA.

Nangia and Co. LLP consistently rated as leading transfer 
pricing rm in International Tax Review, World Transfer Pricing 
Guide

Nangia and Co. LLP rated as 3A1 by Dun & Bradstreet

Nangia and Co. LLP is a member rm of Transfer Pricing 
Associates – Netherlands (having presence in more than 50 
countries)

Nangia & Co. LLP partners are registered with Alliance of 
Mergers and Acquisition Advisors

Professional
Accreditations RAKESH NANGIA

MANAGING PARTNER – NANGIA & CO LLP

Nangia & Co. LLP, an organically grown Chartered 
Accountancy Firm, with presence for over three 
decades has grown exponentially in the last decade. 
Our strength lies in our execution ability, accessibility 
and approachability to our clients. We are committed 
to provide insightful and independent assurance 
services, to ensure that our clients are completely 
fortied in today’s complex operating environment.

Our recent alliance with Praxity – The world’s largest 
alliance of independent accounting and assurance 
rms will help our clients realize their global potential 
well beyond India’s borders. Participation in this 
alliance will provide our clients with seamless 
international experience, local market insights, 
strategic partnerships and regulatory guidance, 
wherever they do their business.

“

”



Founded in 1984, Nangia & Co. LLP is a premier 
professional services rm that strives to add value to the 
business of its clients. We do this by providing a wide 
gamut of services in the nancial space which ranges from 
Audit and Assurance, Taxation, GST, Entry Level 
Strategy, Mergers and Acquisition to Corporate Financial 
Advisory.

Quality of our people is the cornerstone of our ability to 
serve our clients. We draw our strength from our team of 
professionals who have signicant functional and 
industry expertise and are well-equipped to help you 
navigate regulatory complexity and strengthen trust and 
transparency. Our insightful and independent assurance 
services provides an invaluable safeguard in today’s 
complex operating environment. We approach your audit 
with a deep and broad understanding of your business, the 
industry in which you operate, and the latest regulatory 
standards.

Our services are driven by quality and commitment to our 
clients, and responsive quality service is our primary 
focus. Close and continuous communication with clients is 
one of our top priorities. We take pride in our ability to 
provide denite advice to our clients with the shortest 
turnaround time.

Nangia & Co. LLP is also FCPA and UKBA compliant.

About Us

Our Alliance

(World’s biggest alliance of Independent Accounting rms - International Accounting bulletin)



A corporate’s journey to success is governed by 
increasingly complex and broadening regulatory 
requirements. We can assist you meet these demands 
by providing a timely and constructive challenge to 
management, a robust and clear perspective to audit 
committees, and transparent information to your 
stakeholders and investors.

As a rm, we have expert knowledge and extensive 
experience to help with complex reporting issues 
involving IND-AS, IAS, US-GAAP and IFRS.

WE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING AUDIT AND 
ASSURANCE SERVICES:

Audit and
Assurance

While many of the rules of business have changed, the 
fundamentals haven’t. Meeting investor expectations 
begins with the completeness, accuracy and fair 
presentation of information in your nancial statements 
and disclosures.The audit is key to sustaining condence 
in both your company and the nancial system at large. It 
must keep pace with a fast-evolving corporate reporting 
environment – one characterised by investor scepticism 
and the 24/7 scrutiny of corporate information, including 
non-nancial information.Auditing thus involves much 
more than just the legal obligation of certifying annual 
accounts. Whether annual and consolidated accounts or 
special audit services and certications, having the 
objective judgment of external auditors makes 
information more reliable for all decision makers.

Our professionals at Nangia & Co LLP have many years' 
experience, competence, industry knowledge and 
integrity.Our audit approach, is tailored to suit the size 
and nature of any organization and draws upon our 
extensive knowledge and talent, understanding of laws, 
regulations and legislation.We approach your audit with 
a deep and broad understanding of your business, the 
industry in which you operate, and the latest regulatory 
standards, helping you deliver value condently through 
transparency of your reporting to stakeholders.

We are one of the very few leading rms registered with 
the PCAOB, USA.

We have an effective Peer Review Certicate from the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, enabling us 
to undertake audit work for listed and public-interest 
entities

Statutory Audit,
Tax Audit and Reviews of
Financial statements

— Statutory Audits, Tax audit and Reviews of 
Financial statements

— Risk Assurance & Internal Audits

— Management support for Internal Financial 
Controls testing and development of standard 
operating procedures

— Forensic and Special investigation audits

— Stock and xed assets audits

— Financial Accounting and Advisory Services 
including accounting support, Preparation of 
accounting manuals, IPO advisory, Training on 
audit & accounting matters etc. 

— Valuation Services

— Due Diligence

— Secretarial and other Company law matters 
support 

— Knowledge Process Outsourcing



Risk management is a big concern for both audit 
committees and senior management in 
corporate internally. Internal audit is an 
independent management function, which 
involves a continuous and critical appraisal of 
the functioning of an entity with a view to 
suggest improvements thereto and add value to 
and strengthen the overall governance 
mechanism of the entity, including the entity’s 
strategic risk management and internal control 
system. 

Internal Audit helps an organization accomplish 
its objectives by bringing a systematic, 
disciplined approach to evaluate and improve 
the effectiveness of risk management, control, 
and governance processes. With commitment to 
integrity and accountability, internal auditing 
provides value to senior management as an 
objective source of independent advice.

We provide accounting and auditing guidance 
which constitutes valuable insights for audit 
committees, chief nancial ofcers, controllers, 
nancial reporting groups, and internal audit 
directors.

Risk Assurance &
Internal Audits

Internal nancial controls include policies and 
procedures adopted by the company for ensuring 
the orderly and efcient conduct of its business, 
including regulatory compliance and prevention 
and detection of frauds and errors, thereby 
covering not only the controls over reliable 
reporting of nancial statements (more 
commonly known as Internal Financial Controls 
over Financial Reporting (“IFCFR”), but also 
include all other controls pervasive across the 
business. The Companies Act, 2013 (the “2013 
Act”) has imposed specic responsibilities on the 
Board of Directors (“Board”) towards the 
company’s internal nancial controls and, inter 
alia, requires the Board to state that they have 
laid down internal nancial controls to be 
followed by the company and that such internal 
nancial controls are adequate and were 
operating effectively.

B y  p l a c i n g  m o r e  a c c o u n t a b i l i t y  a n d 
responsibility on the Board and Audit 
Committee with respect to internal nancial 
controls, the 2013 Act attempted to align the 
corporate governance and nancial reporting 
standards with global best practices. With 
adequate and effective internal nancial 
controls, some of the benets that the companies 
are experiencing include:

— Senior Management Accountability

— Improved controls over nancial reporting 
process 

— Improved investor condence in entity’s 
operations and nancial reporting process

— Promotes  cu l ture  o f  openness  and 

Management support for Internal
Financial Controls testing and development
of standard operating procedures

transparency within the entity

— Trickling down of accountability to 
operational management

— Improvements in Board, Audit Committee 
and senior management engagement in 
nancial reporting and nancial controls 

— More accurate, reliable nancial statements 

— Making audits more comprehensive

At Nangia & Co LLP, we help you identifying 
risks as well as giving you the certainty that you 
are making the right decisions for the future of 
your business. We review the Risk control 
matrix and suggest the process and operational 
improvements. We also assist in implementing 
new processes and controls or enhancing 
existing processes and controls in areas such as: 
– Risk assessment, including fraud risk 
assessment – Information quality, including 
Information Produced by Entity (IPE) – 
Monitoring and oversight of third party service 
providers – Precision of management review 
type controls – Use of analytics in the context of 
control activities and monitoring. We also 
advise management on potential opportunities 
to leverage control framework in other 
operational or compliance functions. We also 
perform independent testing for management 
and report to the management with the 
customized action plan.



Forensic and Special
investigation audits

It is precisely in difcult economic times that preventing and 
investigating nancial crime such as embezzlement, fraud 
and corruption becomes particularly important. We can assist 
you to manage risk, investigate alleged misconduct and fraud 
and measure the nancial implications of disputes. 

If an instance of unusual nancial activity is suspected, our 
team can conduct forensic investigations, audits, and third 
party due diligence by leveraging forensic technology to 
uncover any irregularities, keeping in mind the sensitivity 
and urgency required. We can assist you in the following:

— Expense verication including reviews to check for 
overstatement or ctitious expenditure used to siphon out 
money or understate revenue.

— Detailed analysis of physical invoices to test their 
authenticity and correctness.

— Detailed review of soft data related to accounting and 
operations to test for any malpractice or suppression.

— Forensic study of email boxes, to understand email culture 
and check for transfer of information critical to an 
organization.

Stock and fixed
assets audits
Stock and xed assets Audit is also an area of specialization 
and core competence for Nangia & Co LLP. Stocks and 
physical assets such as raw materials are critical real assets 
and needs systematized management. As a large number of 
companies are operating across the borders through multiple 
locations and channel partners, making asset management a 
challenge. We aim at delivering focused services to companies 
to keep their physical assets check intact.

Financial Accounting
and Advisory Services
including accounting
support, Preparation of
accounting manuals,
IPO advisory, Training on
audit and accounting
matters etc. 
We at Nangia & Co LLP can assist you anticipate 
the impact of key business decisions on your 
accounting and nancial reporting. We have a 
multidisciplinary team of accounting, tax, and IT 
professionals with deep, sector-specic experience 
in managing the implementation of accounting 
changes, ranging from a single accounting standard 
to the full project planning. We can assist you in 
preparation of accounting manuals, IPO advisory, 
Training on audit & accounting matters etc.



Valuation Services
Valuation is fundamental to many critical management 
decisions. We draw all our experience and knowledge to 
deliver exible solutions to respond to your valuation 
needs.We prepare independent, unbiased business and 
professional practice valuations for a variety of reasons 
including acquisition, investment, disposal, buyout, merger, 
restructuring, accounting, statutory / legal etc. The valuation 
services we provide broadly cover the following:

Business Valuation

— Acquisition, Domestic and International

— Assessment of Merger Swap Ratio

— Valuation of business segments/divisions for spin 
off/restructuring

— Fairness Opinion

— Share Purchase/Investment/Fund Raising

— Good will Impairment testing (US GAAP/IFRS/Indian 
GAAP)

— Investment Impairment testing for accounting purposes

— Fair valuation for statutory/regulatory purposes

— Asset valuation for purchase price allocation for accounting 
for business combinations (US GAAP/IFRS)

Intangible Asset valuation

— Brand valuation

— Intellectual property valuation

ESOP valuation

— Employee Stock Options Valuation

— Equity Shares/Common Stock for FBT/Perquisites Purposes

— Stock Options through Black Scholes and Binomial or 
Lattice technique

Due Diligence
We provide comprehensive due diligence services involving 
Business, Financial, Tax and Legal diligence (either in-house 
or through our network partners)to identify idiosyncratic 
business, nancial risks and opportunities.Effective Due 
Diligence depends on identifying and then managing 
signicant transaction issues, anticipating and identifying 
potentially important risk and negotiation issues. It is 
imperative to have reliable, timely and qualitative information 
in any potential transaction to enable informed decision 
making. The success of the investigation to make a well-
informed decision would lie in a well-planned, integrated and 
coordinated detailed enquiry procedures. 

All the documents of the rm are assembled and reviewed, the 
management is interviewed and a team of nancial experts 
analyse the information to see if the business is worth buying.

In addition, nancial due diligence analyses the assets and 
liabilities to be acquired. 

Due diligence includes a critical review of the target company’s 
nancial statements for the past several years and a review of 
the nancial projections for the coming years.

Other areas which are analysed are:

— Key contracts.

— Financial statements.

— Employment agreements.

— Minutes and consents of the board of directors and 
shareholders.

— Patents, copyrights, and other intellectual property-
related documents.

— Licenses and permits related to the operation of the 
business.



Secretarial and other
Company law matters
support 

Knowledge Process
Outsourcing
We provide our clients with all of the accounting and 
bookkeeping services they need. We can assist you with 
setting up a bookkeeping system and producing efcient 
accounting records, such as journals, ledgers, and nancial 
statements. We review nancial records, provide advice for 
money management, help with budgeting, and offer advice 
on any nancial decision.

Competence and experience enables us to offer a wide range 
of Outsourcing Solutions to our clients, helping them to 
manage heavy workloads. Taking peace of mind as an ideal, 
we offer an efcient helping hand to our clients.We virtually 
operate as your back ofce for all your bookkeeping and 
accounting services.

The regulatory framework is always changing, making this 
environment increasingly complex and confusing for 
businesses. Regulations at national, international and 
supranational levels are being issued, amended or expanded, 
which sometimes makes it hard to navigate through the maze of 
orders, decrees, guidelines and circulars. 

This is not helped by the fact that businesses also need to assess 
the potential effects of future regulations. Their professionals 
can help you manage compliance risks, an operation essential to 
achieving lasting business success today, as compliance 
breaches can cause considerable damage, which may even put 
the future of a company at risk.

Our Alliance

(World’s biggest alliance of Independent Accounting rms - International Accounting bulletin)



NOIDA (Delhi NCR - Corporate Ofce)

A-109, Sector 136, Noida 201301, India

T: +91 120 2598000

DEHRADUN

First Floor, “IDA” 46 E. C. Road,

Dehradun 248001, Uttarakhand, India

T: +91 135 2716300, +91 135 2716301

DELHI (Registered Ofce)

B-27, Soami Nagar, New Delhi-110017, India

T: +91 120 2598000

MUMBAI

11th Floor, B Wing, Peninsula Business Park,

Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel,

Mumbai 400013, India

T: +91 22 61737000

Nangia & Co. LLP

nangia@nangia.com  |  www.nangia.com
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